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“For me, architecture is a social act.” David Adjaye 
Architect David Adjaye needs no introduction. He is the award-winning

Ghanaian-British architect who is known to infuse his artistic sensibilities and

ethos for community-driven projects. His ingenious use of materials, bespoke

designs, and visionary sensibilities has set him apart as one of the leading

architects of his generation. 

ARCHITECT ICON

THE SOCIAL ARCHITECT

 
Architect David Adjaye’s designs are well known for their social responsiveness,

he will be celebrating his birthday on the 22nd of September. We share a

snapshot of his life and work…
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A SOUL DREAM

Creating a beautiful, balanced aesthetic is quite a task. With a clear vision of

inspiring and delivering design to the world, Covet House joined forces with

various visual designers, interior designers, and 3D artists to create powerful

ambiances, that are indeed bound to inspire and boost creativity. Using various

pieces from the brands under Covet House’s belt, these partnerships were

meant to not only showcase how well and versatile these pieces are but also to

provide a platform where these designers and studios could shine their work.

Contemporary feel, wonderfully put together, with tasteful and modern

architecture, this living room, designed by Rowan Mahrous in partnership with

Covet House, mixes contemporary with luxury style, combining neutral and

brave tones. A perfect space to enjoy and sit in a comfortable and, at the same

time, functional space. 

CLICK HERE TO READ THE COMPLETE STORY

A SOUL DREAM

A beautiful living room in Egypt by Rowan Mahrous, mixes contemporary with

luxury style, combining neutral and brave tones bringing together a space that

is a soul’s dream.
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Vertical gardens and moss walls are green elements that can give a renovated

look to a bar or a restaurant, creating a suggestive atmosphere and unique

interiors with a touch of greenery. BENETTI HOME, a young and dynamic

Italian company, has developed a product with unique characteristics, both

from a technical point of view and for the fantastic aesthetic impact, which

effectively solves the critical issues that make the use of indoor ‘green’ uneasy.

Benetti MOSS in restaurants and bars 

 

BENETTI HOME green walls for dining places with a green appeal are

innovative with luxury and style.
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